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Abstract 
Considering the proliferation of the additive manufacturing (AM) technology, we study the economic feasibility of 
adopting AM for low-volume stochastic demand products in single-facility operating enterprises. industrial level AM 
machines are quite expensive causing small and medium enterprises contemplate about its adoption. A numerical 
analysis aiding enterprises to decide on the magnitude of optimal AM investment has not yet found its place in the 
literature. Although some studies answered which products are economically better to occupy the AM capacity, they 
lacked some key aspects of AM, e.g., long production lead times. We use the procurement lead time of a product as a 
cost driver and create cost functions to estimate the long-term average costs of using AM and conventional 
manufacturing (CM) with stocking. Since AM technology has a limited capacity to build all products, we select the most 
economically suitable ones and determine the optimal number of AM machines to be invested in. For modeling purposes, 
we use M/G/k queueing theory due to the shared capacity in AM use and (S-1, S ) inventory policy with backorders for 
the conventional stocking because of the low and stochastic features of the demand. In this light, we create a mixed 
integer non-linear program and present three solution algorithms one of which promises the global optimum. These 
algorithms contribute to the literature by introducing solution approaches to similar problems involving queueing 
coupled integer programming. Managerial implications: To aid enterprises with strategic-decision of AM adoption, our 
study answers: 1) Should we adopt AM for low-volume demand? 2) How many AM machines would be optimal? 3) 
Which products are suitable for AM? To provide a useful guide for practitioners, a detailed analysis is presented while 
distinguishing the focus areas of AM end-users and original equipment manufacturers. Conclusively, several extension 
opportunities were shared to shed light on the path of other researchers. 
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